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• planning and coordination of activities with spatial constraints
In the simplest case, an instance of the agent could be a
smart phone with sensors that convey visual information
(e.g. a camera) and localization information (such as GPS or
a WiFi-based system), combined with a map of the building
and rooms that host the exhibit. In this case, the mobility
of the agent is dependent on the human, and the operation
of the camera also requires human assistance. A more sophisticated agent could be a robot that acts as a “tour guide”
for the human. This agent has a signiﬁcantly higher degree
of autonomy, and also a more capable set of sensors. In
either case, the agent can guide the human through the exhibit on a pre-deﬁned or customized tour, but also respond
to queries about the exhibit and the layout of the building
(e.g. “Where are the bathrooms?”, “What’s the quickest way
to the Mona Lisa?”). in the following, we examine the interaction between humans and agents in this scenario, with
particular emphasis on spatial aspects. The work described
here is under partial implementation in research projects on
information extraction (Assal et al. 2010) and spatial cognition within assistance systems (Bhatt 2010b; Flanagan 2010;
Bhatt and Guesgen 2009; Guesgen and Bhatt 2010; Bhatt
and Freksa 2010).
The work discussed here combines aspects from two areas: Interactions between agents, in particular communication between computer-based assistive agents and humans,
and dealing with spatial aspects of the environment in which
the agents operate. In this section, we will examine related
work in a few ﬁelds most relevant for our overall purpose.

Abstract
While computers assist humans with tasks such as navigation that involve spatial aspects, agents that can interact in a
meaningful way in this context are still in their infancy. One
core issue is the mismatch in the representation of spatial information a computer-based system is likely to use, and the
one a human is likely to use. Computers are better suited for
quantitative schemes such as maps or diagrams that rely on
measurable distances between entities. Humans frequently
use higher-level, domain-speciﬁc conceptual representations
such as buildings, rooms, or streets for orientation purposes.
Combined with the person-centric world view that we often
assume when we refer to spatial information, it is challenging
for agents to convert statements using spatial references into
assertions that match their own internal representation. In
this paper, we discuss an approach that uses natural language
processing and information extraction tool kits to identify entities and statements about their spatial relations. These extractions are then processed by a spatial reasoner to convert
them from the human conceptual space into the quantitative
space used by the computer-based agent.

Motivation and Background
This paper investigates the domain of human-agent interaction in spatial contexts. As an example, we use a scenario
where a person explores an exhibit at a museum, supported
by an agent that offers guidance about the layout and contents of the exhibit. Our emphasis here is on the spatial structure of the museum, and the arrangement of the pieces on
display, not on information about the pieces themselves. We
also make the assumption that human and agent communicate in a possibly restricted natural language in written or
spoken form, or a mixture of both. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the input to the agent is provided as text,
so as to avoid the complications of speech recognition. The
core issues of our scenario are

Human-Agent Interaction
When humans interact with computer-based systems, the
current interaction methods are typically constrained by the
capabilities and limitations of computer systems, and the
onus is on the human counterpart to adapt to those constraints. This is acceptable under many circumstances, especially if computers are used as tools to support speciﬁc
tasks such as viewing or writing documents, or organizing information in a data base or spreadsheet. Considering the physical interaction space in which these exchanges
take place, the human and computer counterparts are typically within a distance that allows humans to use their hands
to interact, and to view items displayed on a screen com-

• communication about spatial aspects of the environment
• spatial aspects of co-existence in environments
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2010; OpenNLP 2010), essential information such as named
entities (names of people, objects, buildings, etc.) and relations between these entities is extracted from a statement.
For our particular emphasis on spatial aspects, the above
toolkits may have to be enhanced to make sure that terms
dealing with space and spatial relations will not be omitted. Since the terminology here is reasonably conﬁned, this
can be done through a combination of pattern matching via
regular expressions and a thesaurus like Wordnet(WordNet
2010), or an ontology of spatial terms (Grenon and Smith
2004). Two important goals from our perspective are to
establish a shared meaning for spatial terms between the
agents (Williams 2004), and to identify entities of interest in
the environment, such as features of the room (doors, windows), obstacles, other agents (human or computer-based),
or objects relevant to the task at hand.

fortably. Most interactions are done in a stationary setup,
where the locationz of computer and human are stable (e.g.
centered around a desk). With laptops and mobile devices,
a much higher degree of mobility is achieved, but the device still must be within reaching distance of the human for
comfortable use. Using autonomy as a distinguishing feature between agents and conventional programs (Russell and
Norvig 2009; Franklin and Graesser 1996), the close proximity for interaction between human and agent can not be
maintained, and interaction must be enabled over somewhat
larger distances. In our context, for example, we can assume
that human and agent are within mutual visibility and hearability range (often in the same room), but not close enough
for direct contact interaction. Better candidates for interaction methods under such circumstances are ones that rely on
vision and hearing as sensory modalities since their range
allows some distance between the agents involved. Many
robots as physical instances of agents include sensors and
actuators that in principle allow such communication, although in practice there may be signiﬁcant obstacles and
limitations. Often such robots are equipped with cameras
that allow the use of vision as an essential sensory channel for navigation, obstacle avoidance, object recognition
and manipulation. Vision also can be used for communication purposes, e.g. through gestures, sign language, or lip
reading. Sign language requires special skills that few humans have, and reading sign language is far from trivial for
computer-based systems. Lip reading allows humans to use
spoken natural language, but it requires a direct line of sight,
and is practical only in combination with auditory speech
recognition. Gestures are quite natural for humans, and relate well to spatial aspects, e.g. by pointing at objects, or indicating directions. However, as a communication language,
gestures have a limited expressiveness: There is a limited
vocabulary, and beyond a small set of reasonably unambiguous ones gestures are not very well agreed upon. So in our
context, the most practical communication method relies on
spoken natural language, perhaps with a limited vocabulary
and grammatical structure. It allows humans and agents to
communicate as long as they are within hearing range, and
from a human perspective it has the great advantage that it
is very natural as a communication method. Obviously it is
not without disadvantages: It is not practical in noisy environments, may not be appropriate for situations that require
silence, and it imposes relatively heavy computational requirements on the computer-based system.

Spatial Assistance Systems
The broad perspective of this paper is rooted in our interpretation of a general class of assistance systems concerned with the assistance, assurance and empowerment of
humans in their everyday professional and personal lives
(Bhatt, Schultz, and Freksa 2010). Conﬁning the discussion
to the spatial domain, these are systems of human-computer
interaction involving the representation of space from several different perspectives — the psycholinguistic and cognitive perspective of humans, the abstract knowledge-centric
(symbolic) perspective of an intelligent software construct,
and the all too complex and inherently numerical or quantitative perspective of the computer (read: real world) (Bhatt,
Schultz, and Freksa 2010; Bhatt and Freksa 2010). In
our terminology, spatial assistance systems are cognitive
agents that ‘know’ the properties of physical space and
are skilled to deal with them in such a way that they can
support humans. These might need help, either because
they are less skilled, or because they want to solve spatial
problems that require more than one agent, or simply, because they want to pursue other activities, instead. A special requirement for spatial assistance system is that they
are able to empathise with their human partners to a certain extent; i.e. they should adapt to the needs of people
rather than require people to adapt to their needs. This
manner of assistance inherently involves fundamental representational and computational challenges, which also inspires the broad research questions underlying approach for
reasoning about space, actions and change (Bhatt 2010b;
Bhatt, Guesgen, and Hazarika 2010).

Natural Language Processing and Information
Extraction

Spatial Cognition within Assistance Systems

Considering that applications are available for smartphones
that perform voice recognition acceptably well, our assumption is that the agent receives information from the user in a
text-based format; we will assume that our computer-based
agent has basic speech recognition capabilities, including
the ability to recognize terms that deal with spatial aspects
of the environment. Through Natural Language Processing
and Information Extraction toolkits such as OpenNLP, the
Stanford Named Entity Recognizer, and Thomson Reuters’
OpenCalais (Apache 2010; OpenCalais 2010; Stanford NER

Extracting named entities and spatial terms may be sufﬁcient for an agent to answer simple queries like “Where
is object X?”, where object X is an item on display, listed in the exhibition catalog, and thus a known entity for the agent. It is not sufﬁcient, however, for other
queries with spatial information, such as “What is the tall
statue to the right of the door?” This requires qualitative spatial reasoning, including consideration of the location and orientation of the speaker, the relative position of
one entity (the statue) with respect to another (the door),
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Figure 1: Multi-Perspective Representational Semantics. E.g., the spatial design domain (Bhatt and Freksa 2010)
and issues like visibility (Bhatt, Dylla, and Hois 2009;
Flanagan 2010).
One of the critical issues here is the mapping between the
conceptual model of the human, and the respective world
model of the agent. In the agent’s case, the underlying representation scheme of its world model is likely to be a map or
an architectural plan of the building, augmented by information about the objects in the exhibit (such as their locations).
While a human visitor may also have a “map” conceptual
model of the museum, it may require signiﬁcant mental effort to translate a statement into this framework of reference,
and may only be realistically accurate with the aid of an actual physical map. So the above statement would have to be
translated into something like “What is the statue in Room
25, on the eastern side of the door that leads into Room 18?”
Clearly this is not only inconvenient for the user, but also
increases the complexity of the natural language statement
to by analyzed by the agent. Using tools like the Conceptual
Requirements Reasoner (Flanagan 2010), concepts from the
design space (the perspective of the user) are converted into
the quality space (qualitative spatial relations and spatial abstraction terms), and ﬁnally into the quantity space used by
the agent (structural and artefactual geometry as represented
in the map or architectural plan). Figure 1 illustrates the concept of multi-perspective representational semantics for the
domain of spatial design (Bhatt and Freksa 2010):
Conceptual level (design space).
The design space addresses domain aspects at the conceptual level (in this case
architecture and museum design) such as enclosure, continuity, and privacy, and high-level spatial qualities such as facing, positioning, visibility, and proximity. These concepts
and qualities form the basis for a qualitative based descriptor language that describes various experiential aspects of
the architectural design and can be used for reasoning about
security systems, evacuation routes or guided tours.
Qualitative level (spatial ontology).
The quality space
level includes qualitative spatial relations (orientation, topology, and distance) and spatial abstractions (point, directed
point, line, convex hull) that are used as the basis for building the constructs at the conceptual design level and play an
intermediating role between the conceptual level of a design

and its precise quantitative ﬂoor plan. Figure 1(b) shows
a multi-hierarchical structure that maps the concepts in the
design space to the geometric representations in the quantity
space. The Conceptual Requirements reasoner incorporates
logical rules from Qualitative Spatial Reasoning frameworks
such as the Single-Cross Calculus (Freksa 1992) for intrinsic orientational reasoning, Oriented Point Relation Algebra
(Moratz 2006) for extrinsic orientational reasoning, and the
Region Connection Calculus (Randell, Cui, and Cohn 1992)
for topological reasoning and allows the representation of
and reasoning about space in a formal, qualitative framework. The crux of using such a framework is that it does
not come with the overhead of speciﬁc quantitative representations used in conventional maps and design diagrams
that incorporate actual measurements. Obviously, for some
purposes (such as calculating distances) the quantitative representations are more appropriate and even necessary.
Quantitative level (the real world). While it is quite challenging for such an agent to convert a simple statement uttered by a human user, in this and related scenarios it is usually not too difﬁcult to provide a response to such a statement
in spatial terms. Frequently, it will be sufﬁcient to display
the information requested on a map or schematic diagram,
and the user can translate this into the real environment with
moderate effort. Even if the response is to be formulated in
text, the hard work has already been done: The relative positions of the human user, the objects addressed in the request,
and the reference objects on the map have already been identiﬁed. This can then be converted into a series of statements
that give the user directions to the requested goal, for example. It also can serve as the basis for actions by the agent,
such as moving in a particular direction or to a speciﬁc location, or performing an action involving a referenced object.
This also completes the communication and interaction
cycle: Starting with the communication by exchanging signals such as spoken text in the physical world and observing aspects of the real world, the relevant spatial relations
and abstractions are identiﬁed by the agent at the qualitative level, and a connection is established with domain aspects at the conceptual level. The response of the agent then
again may refer to qualitative aspects such as orientation or
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distance of entities, and their actual placement in the real
world.

�

��

Framework and Implementation

�

�

Within the SFB/TR 8 Spatial Cognition effort, a consortium
of universities and research institutions in Germany has been
developing a computational framework for spatial reasoning
within a wide-range of Spatial Assistance Systems (Bhatt,
Schultz, and Freksa 2010; Bhatt 2010a). In this context,
one of the initial methodological techniques has been the
use of spatial reasoning within a Constraint Logic Programming framework to satisfy design requirements for a rather
speciﬁc domain, namely the design of art museums (Flanagan 2010). This approach relies on a Conceptual Requirements Reasoner to validate design requirements formulated
by architects and museum designers. The main purpose is to
show the process of representing and reasoning about design
requirements in a formal computational framework.
At a high level, a museum designer may deﬁne the following requirements:

�

�

�

Figure 2: “Facing” Attribute
is facing-towards point B can be expressed by specifying in
which sector of A’s space B can be found. For a space divided into n sectors,we can specify that A faces towards B if
B is in sectors {−k, . . . , 0, . . . , +k} of A (where k is a small
number), as depicted in the ﬁgure; B, conversely, is facing
away from A since A is not within those sectors of B. These
two cases are captured in the following Prolog code snippet.
f a c i n g t o w a r d s ( Obj1 , Obj2 ) :−
( o p r a ( Obj1 , Obj2 , 0 ) ;
o p r a ( Obj1 , Obj2 , 1 ) ;
o p r a ( Obj1 , Obj2 , 3 1 ) ) .
f a c i n g a w a y ( Obj1 , Obj2 ) :−
n o t f a c i n g t o w a r d s ( Obj1 , Obj2 ) .

• Maximize visitor utilization of exhibitions
• Encourage free-ﬂowing exploration throughout the museum

The positioning attribute speciﬁes the orientation of a
point C (referent) with respect to a point B (relatum) from
the viewpoint of a point A (origin). Then from A’s perspective, C can be described as in front of (same side) or behind
B (opposing side), or to the left or right of B. In this case,
the Single Cross Calculus (Freksa 1992) serves as the basis of the relative positions of the points. The positioning
relationships are then also represented as Prolog rules, with
a separate rule for each relationship: opposing side, sameside, left-side, and right-side.
In a similar manner, the other attributes are broken down
into rules that specify the relationships between the objects
under consideration. Then a requirement like the one mentioned above referring to opposing sides can be validated
through these rules. These examples illustrate how spatial relations used by humans at the conceptual level can
be expressed as relationships between sets of points at the
qualitativel level, which can be implemented in a reasonably straightforward manner as spatial reasoners in Prolog
and similar languages. To use them in realistic environments also requires a quantitative description of the environment, such as an architectural drawing, a ﬂoor plan, or
a map constructed by a robot via exploration. These qualitative descriptions may require some adaptation for use by
the reasoner, which can be done either through the tools that
are used to generate and store such descriptions (e.g. CAD
tools), or through preprocessing scripts (Flanagan 2010).

• Adhere to museum requirements of accessibility and security
The ﬁrst one can be broken down into factors that inﬂuence
the movement patterns of visitors, such as the positioning of
doorways, spatial arrangement of display cases, positioning
of furniture and statues, and congestion. A further reﬁnement leads to a requirement stating that exhibition doorways
should be positioned on opposing sides of gallery rooms. At
this level, we can relate entities in the requirement (doorways, rooms) through spatial relations (opposing sides).
The design hierarchy used in the reasoner corresponds
to the three levels shown in Figure 1(b). At the conceptual level, architectural concepts are built using qualitative
spatial attributes (QSA) found in architecture. Spatial relationships of orientation, topology, and distance can be used,
as well as other geometric primitives such as area, angle,
and length measurements. These qualitative spatial relationships emerge from the quantitative, physical, and artefactual geometries of the the design, representing the physical
elements of the building (doors, walls, columns, windows,
etc.), artefactual extensions (functional space, operational
space, range space, etc.) and interior design elements (furniture, lights, decorations, etc.).
QSAs can be perceptual qualities that are described from a
speciﬁc vantage point, or intrinsic qualities that are inherent
in the buildings spatial structure. Theones considered here
are positioning, facing, visibility, proximity, and symmetry.
The facing attribute can be split up into two cases, facingtowards and facing-away. Facing-towards indicates that the
directed point A is oriented towards another point B. Facingaway is the opposite, and can be expressed simply as the
negation of Facing-towards. Using an Oriented Point Relation Algebra (OPRA) (Moratz 2006), the space surrounding
a point is divided into sectors, illustrated by lines emanating from the points in Figure 2. Then the fact that point A

Spatial Considerations in Museum Design
At this point, the case study focuses on the examination and
validation of design requirements by relating high-level concepts from the application domain to qualitative descriptions
of the physical environment. This does not involve meaningful interaction between humans and computer-based agents
in order to assist humans. The system implemented, how-
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lation between quantitative (“Turn left after 300 feet”) and
qualitative statements (“Turn left at the next trafﬁc light”)
can be confusing (Schultz, Guesgen, and Amor 2006).
Vehicle trafﬁc will include more and more vehicles that
have a certain degree of autonomy, ranging from distancesensitive cruise control over lane following to the fully autonomous vehicles as recently demonstrated by Google. The
interaction between the agent (the vehicle) and the user must
bridge similar gaps between the conceptual space of the
user (their mental map of a city or region) and the quantitative representation the vehicle mostly relies on (Terziyan,
Kaykova, and Zhovtobryukh 2010; Hsu et al. 2010; Lertlakkhanakul, Hwang, and Choi 2009; Vales-Alonso et al.
2008). Humans often rely on visual landmarks for orientation, and tend to combine them with qualitative spatial references in statements like “Turn sharp right at the intersection right after the church with the high steeple on the right”.
In addition to the linguistic challenge of disambiguating between the three instances of “right” in this sentence, an agent
will need information beyond a typical map to be able to follow such an instruction.
Smart homes also will see agents that need to be able to
convert user statements about spatial aspects of tasks into
their own representation, which likely will utilize a ﬂoor
plan or map of the home (Uhm et al. 2010), (Brdiczka,
Crowley, and Reignier 2009), (Lertlakkhanakul, Choi, and
Kim 2008), (Bhatt and Guesgen 2009; Gottfried, Guesgen,
and Hübner 2006), (Augusto and Nugent 2006). Wouldn’t
it be nice to tell your Roomba “Hey, be carefull when you
vacuum under the desk in the corner by the window! Lots of
cables under that desk ...”
One of the earliest domains to deal with spatial aspects of human-agent interaction may well be entertainment
(Schlieder, Kiefer, and Matyas 2006). Computers as well as
game consoles not only provide stimulating virtual environments with some realistic spatial aspects, they also incorporate rich interfaces such as Microsofts Xbox with the Kinect
module (Microsoft 2010). The user is immersed into the
virtual environment, and uses the agent’s sensors (e.g. keyboard, mouse, controller, camera, microphone) to navigate.
From the agent’s perspective, this is very convenient since
the user takes care of most of the translation from the user’s
design space (mental model) into the agent’s representation
of the virtual world. While there are spatial aspects to consider if natural language is used for the interaction (“Watch
out, there’s a ghost on your left!”), the agent does not have to
deal with the physical environment in which the user is situated. This may change with the rich interfaces that can obtain a realistic view of the user’s environment (e.g. their living room). Such devices also have the computational power
for decent voice recognition, and may enable users to express their interactions in spoken natural language.
So one of these days I’ll hopefully be able to interact with
my personal agent: “Hi Robbie, please bring me the cold
beer from the back of the fridge.” Robbie pulls a beer bottle
out of the fridge, and brings it over to the couch. “Robbie,
how long have you been working for me? You should know
by now that I don’t like Becks; please bring me my Optimator instead!”

ever, can then be incorporated into a museum guide application for a smartphone, for example, that is capable of dealing
with spatial expressions in queries from its user. In this case,
the high-level requirements expressing necessary or desirable features of a museum are replaced by statements reﬂecting the experience, needs, and desires of the user. So a
stattement like “I can’t see the sculpture of the Degas dancer.
Is it in this room, or the one behind it?” requires the consideration of enclosure (“in this room”), visibility (“can’t
see”), positioning (“behind”), location (where is the visitor), orientation (which direction is the visitor facing), and
knowledge about speciﬁc artefacts (“the Degas dancer”) and
their location. As a shortcut, it may be sufﬁcient for a museum guide app to perform named entitiy extraction (“Degas
dancer sculpture”), look it up in the museum catalog, and
display it on a map. While this reduces the need for spatial
reasoning, it puts the onus of relating the entitites on the map
to their real-world counterparts on the human user.

Validation and Evaluation
Our emphasis currently lies on demonstrating the feasibility of using this approach to bridge the gap between the
conceptual-level thinking and reasoning used by humans,
and the “grounding” needed to establish an agent in a real
environment. Thus, the main validation will be achieved by
running scenarios in the museum environment to the spatial
reasoner, and check the results for correctness and plausibility. At the moment, the main validation method is to inspect
the output generated by the reasoner. An extension of this
manual check will be the use of multiple reasoners, possibly
based on different spatial calculi, where the output generated
by one reasoner is examined by another reasoner. This will
be augmented by visualizing the objects and relationships
under investigation in a simulated environment, probably by
incorporating additional layers in a map or ﬂoorplan. At the
same time, we are examining candidates for metrics to measure the quality of the translations between the three levels of
abstraction. Our medium-term plan is to convert the current
system from a conventional computer environment (desktop
or laptop) into one that can be installed in a robotic agent, or
an agent in a virtual environment such as Second Life or a
game environment such as Microsoft’s Xbox witht he Kinect
sensor.

Further Application Domains
Spatial information plays an important role in many aspects
of our lives, be it the arrangement of objects in our home,
navigating a familiar or unfamiliar terrain, or playing games
in virtual environments.
Geographic Information Systems often rely on quantitative representations such as maps. One of the major advantages of such a representation is the preservation of relative
distances, allowing humans to quickly estimate distances or
travel times. In some situations, however, qualitative information is more essential, and requires careful consideration of the interaction between humans and computers. Car
navigation systems (and smart phones incorporating similar
functionality) are a good example for this, and their trans-
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